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PRODUCT MANUAL







Everyone deserves the chance to play a great round of 
golf, even if you can’t hit the practice range each week.
That’s why we built Smart Sole 4, a straightforward 
short game system for the everyday player.


The set has you covered with simple, easy solutions to 
just about any greenside shot. There’s no tricky swing 
changes or open faces. Just grab your wedge, square 
up to the ball, and take a swing.


Embrace easy: it’s a short game enjoyed.


EMBRACE EASY
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If you struggle with the short game, Smart Sole 4 provides the tools you need 
to score your best. A Sand Wedge for easy bunker escapes, a Chipper for 


foolproof chip shots, and a forgiving Gap Wedge for full and pitch shots into 
the green. There’s a wedge for every shot, all you need do is swing it.


A SIMPLER SHORT GAME SYSTEM


Milled Grooves Increase Spin


3-Tiered Sole Improves Contact


Large Cavity Back Adds Forgiveness
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Smart Sole 4 are simple. In the sand? Reach for the Sand Wedge. 
Have a short chip shot? Grab the Chipper. But the wedges are 
more than easy to use: they’re super easy to hit.


EASY TO USE, EASY TO HIT
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To help you hit better shots, Smart Sole 4 Wedges feature 
uniquely large cavity backs and extreme perimeter weighting. 
It’s a level of forgiveness that’s unmatched by any other wedge 
system. And we made it that way because we believe you 
shouldn’t need perfect technique to have a perfectly good time.


We’ve also relied on Feel Balancing Technology yet again to 
move the center of gravity nearer your strike position, giving 
you better feel, distance control, and overall performance.


ULTIMATE SHORT GAME FORGIVENESS


Results based on player test, commissioned by Cleveland Golf. 
25 players each hit Smart Sole 4 and their current sand wedge 


from greenside bunker. Distance from hole was measured for 
each shot to get Total Oval Area.


Total Oval Area (ft2)


SMART SOLE 4 45.2


CURRENT SAND WEDGE 60.2


SMART SOLE 4


CURRENT 
SAND WEDGE
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Shots around the green present more chances to chunk it than any 
other part of the game. And there’s nothing more disappointing 
than watching your 20-yard pitch fall 10 yards short. That’s why a 
wide-sole wedge is so valuable to the game-improvement player.


MORE SOLE, LESS CHUNK
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EXTRA-WIDE SOLES


SMART SOLE 4 TYPICAL WEDGE


Each new Smart Sole 4 has increased bounce at its leading 
edge to ensure, even if you strike behind the ball, you’ll 
glide on to good contact. And their extra-wide, 3-tiered 
soles keep you stable through turf, sand, or hardpan.


We specifically designed the Sand Wedge’s sole to 
provide your best chance at getting out of the bunker 
in just one swing. The Chipper makes bump-and-runs 
as easy as possible. And the new Gap Wedge’s sole 
ensures great contact on full and pitch shots, even if 
your swing isn’t perfect.


Extra Leading 
Edge Bounce


Extra Leading 
Edge Bounce


Extra Leading 
Edge Bounce


34mm 38mm 21mm35mm
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A CNC milling machine individually cuts each groove 
into the face of every Smart Sole 4, meeting the 
highest standards of quality control and consistency. 
It’s an intensive, time-consuming process but 
it ensures you get the most spin, and the most 
consistent spin, round after round.


More Spin, More Control
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Cast grooves are dull, inconsistent, and don’t provide 
adequate greenside spin. The milled grooves on Smart 
Sole 4 are far more accurate, with sharpness right up to 
the conforming limit. These aggressive grooves channel 
moisture and debris away from the impact zone and cut 
through grass blades for more friction at contact. It’s 
a recipe for increased spin on all your shots, enhancing 
stopping power and control around the green.


PREMIUM MILLED GROOVES


Milled Grooves channel 
moisture and debris away 


from the impact zone
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KEY INNOVATIONS:


MODEL LOFT LENGTH LIE ANGLE STEEL SW GRAPHITE SW HAND


C 42° 34” 66° D3 D1 RH/LH


G 50° 35 1/2” 64° D3 D2 RH/LH


S 58° 35 1/4” 64° D5 D4 RH/LH


MEN’S SMART SOLE 4
The Smart Sole 4 makes the short game easier. Featuring 
an extra wide sole and improved Feel Balancing Technology, 
the Smart Sole 4 delivers maximum forgiveness and easier 
bunker play for those needing more short game assistance.  


ENHANCED THREE-TIERED SOLE
An extra wide three-tiered sole, with added leading 
edge bounce, provides maximum forgiveness from 
the fairway, rough or out of the bunker.


IMPROVED FEEL BALANCING TECHNOLOGY
The redistribution of weight from the hosel allows 
the center of gravity to be moved closer to the center 
of the clubface for better feel and more consistency 
on all shots.


AGGRESSIVE MILLED GROOVES
New aggressive milled grooves generate better 
spin performance from any conditions.


NEW GAP WEDGE
The addition of the “G” model provides full-shot  
capability and extensive versatility to go along  
with the “S” and “C” models.


Shaft: Smart Sole Steel
Shaft: Smart Sole Graphite
Grip: Lamkin 360
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KEY INNOVATIONS:


WOMEN’S SMART SOLE 4
The Women’s Smart Sole 4 makes the short game easier. Featuring 
an extra wide sole and improved Feel Balancing Technology, the 
Smart Sole 4 delivers maximum forgiveness and easier bunker 
play for those needing more short game assistance.


ENHANCED THREE-TIERED SOLE
An extra wide three-tiered sole, with added leading 
edge bounce, provides maximum forgiveness from 
the fairway, rough or out of the bunker.


IMPROVED FEEL BALANCING TECHNOLOGY
The redistribution of weight from the hosel allows 
the center of gravity to be moved closer to the center 
of the clubface for better feel and more consistency 
on all shots.


AGGRESSIVE MILLED GROOVES
New aggressive milled grooves generate better 
spin performance from any conditions.


NEW GAP WEDGE
The addition of the “G” model provides full-shot  
capability and extensive versatility to go along  
with the “S” and “C” models.


MODEL LOFT LENGTH LIE ANGLE GRAPHITE SW HAND


C 42° 33 1/8” 66° C5 RH


G 50° 34 5/8” 64° C5 RH


S 58° 34 3/8” 64° C7 RH


Left Hand Available Custom


Shaft: Women’s Smart Sole Graphite
Grip: Lamkin Women’s 360
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